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Wind turbine generators are spreading around the world due to its advantages over fossil fuels. Structural monitoring of
them is important to increase operation and reduce maintenance times. Visual inspection is highly influenced by the human
factor due to the working conditions. Image processing supported by vision systems offers high advantages reducing times,
being the software and processing algorithms, which generates added value. In this paper, a novel method for wind turbines
blades damages analysis is presented using image processing and a classifier based on dimensional features. The image
acquisition is performed using a reflex camera with a telephoto and geo-location enabled. The faults analyzed include
cracks, edge erosion, and electric discharge.
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Introduction
The wind as a way to obtain clean energy has
proven to be a highly reliable option and an
alternative to fossil fuels.1 Its popularity has spread
throughout the world and until 2015 it has been
reported that the installed capacity reaches 433 GW2;
even some countries, such as Denmark, are close to
reaching 50% of their energy production based on
wind energy.3 The power generation process is
usually carried out by using horizontal axis wind
turbines (HAWT) over which an air flow passes
through; this kinetic energy rotates the blades of the
wind turbine, and is then transformed into electrical
energy; finally, it is stored or distributed as required.4
Factors such as operation and maintenance (O&M),
within the structural health monitoring (SHM) of
wind turbines, directly affect the leveled cost of
energy (LCOE).5 For wind turbine blades the main
downtimes can be associated to rotor imbalances, rear
edge disjunctions, cracks (transverse and longitudinal)
and erosion at the leading edge, edge vibration,
lightning, and icing.6
Traditional monitoring systems require contact
type sensor arrays that involve instrumentation,
maintenance and cost problems7,8, as well as
ineffectiveness in locating the fault or that are simply
—————
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impractical to implement in service.9 Blade inspection
is usually done using ground-mounted telescopes,
however, the use of digital camera images has gained
relevance in recent years. Thermographic images have
been used to identify damage to blades in wind
turbines during operation and on land by means of
inducing heat10; in the same way, infrared images
taken at night during the operation of the wind turbine
allow detecting the presence of defects, damages or
ice due to the heat change of the affected area.11,12
Aerial photography using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV), meanwhile, means a revolution in the way
wind turbines are monitored and inspected, allowing
to use any kind of range camera sensor to inspect the
blades.13 In general, one can say that the software
behind the image processing system, as well as the
user's interpretation experience, is what generates
added value but also generates uncertainty. The
digital processing of images offers a great alternative
to use for complex and repetitive tasks or that imply a
human factor that compromises them. In the state of
the art methodologies have been proposed for the
analysis and automatic detection of faults in motors or
in electrical circuits using thermographic sensors14; in
other areas, such as medical, digital image processing
helps in the detection and diagnosis of certain
problems and diseases like breast cancer and
melanoma15; in all of these applications, the
advantages offered by simplifying processes, reducing
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time and, above all, providing support to the system
operator are highlighted so that they can assist in the
information provided by these systems and proceed to
take decisions. Many of these systems are assisted by
automatic segmentation methods, which offer one of
the best alternatives to quickly and directly process
the images obtained in the different processes
measured.16,17 The images offer a large amount of
information that properly classified allows to detect
objects, colors, shapes, and trends. Automatic image
classifiers are based on learning the essential
characteristics of a specific problem and answering
the belonging to a specific class. These classifiers can
be as simple as a decision tree or as complex as a
neural network, in both cases managing to deliver
adequate results. In summary, there is a need for
inspection techniques of wind turbine blades based on
digital image processing that can classify and quantify
damages in wind turbine blades automatically.
This paper presents a novel methodology based on
image processing and classification of characteristics
that help in the task of detection and classification of
three type of failures commonly found in wind turbine
blades. The methodology uses contour detectors, as
well as automatic thresholding methods supported by
the proposal of a classification system that considers
spatial aspects of the image and the segmented
regions to determine if the fault corresponds to a
problem of crack, electric shock or wear at the edge of
the blade automatically, so that it serves as an
auxiliary and base for a future development that
considers more types of failures. The system uses
geo-localized images acquired by means of a reflex
camera with a telephoto lens on the ground level so
that the system reduces inspection times. The
methodology was tested using synthetic and real
images with good results.
Thresholding
A threshold is a segmentation tool that tries to
separate the background from the object. It operates
from the establishment of a threshold value, 𝑇,
defined by the user and then two regions are obtained,
one higher or equal that 𝑇 and one lower. Since the
characteristics of the image are always different, in
practice semi-automatic or automatic thresholding
algorithms are a better option. Otsu’s method is a
powerful and popular segmentation tool based on the
image histogram which selects the optimal threshold
value (𝑡 ∗ ) maximizing the between-class variance
(𝜎 ) as depicted in Eq. (1).
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where 𝐿 denotes the total of grayscale values in the
image. The between-class variance (𝜎 ) is determined
as shown in Eq. (2).
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The probabilities of the two separated classes
separate by the threshold (𝑡) are denoted by 𝑤 and
𝑤 , meanwhile, 𝜇 and 𝜇 are the mean gray values of
the classes.18 The threshold algorithm proposed by
Hamadani employs statistics from the image like
mean, 𝜇, and standard deviation, 𝜎, to perform the
image segmentation.19 The threshold value calculation
is shown in Eq. (3).
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Both 𝑘 and 𝑘 are established manually by the
user or by some supervised method, specifically for
this paper 𝑘
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segmented regions using a threshold function can be
easily measured since a binary image is obtained.
Edge Detection
An edge is one of the most natural and simple ways
to recognize objects in a scene or picture for human
beings; for computers, the gradient approach aims at
finding strong local intensity changes that denote the
existence of an edge.20 Roberts cross operator is a
simple approach to the continuous gradient at the
interpolated point not to the point itself. It first
estimates the horizontal, 𝐺 , and vertical edges, 𝐺 ,
individually and then merges the results.21 𝐺 is the
1 0
kernel mask
, meanwhile 𝐺 is formulated as
0
1
0 1
. On the other hand, the Prewitt operator is the
1 0
magnitude of the gradient, 𝑃, about the interpolated
point using the information of the 3 3 neighborhood.
The horizontal gradient, 𝑃 , and the vertical gradient,
𝑃 , that are estimated using kernel masks of 3 3 with
the left column and the superior row with 1 values,
meanwhile the right column and the inferior row have
+1 values, finally, the central column and row are filled
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Fig. 1 — Proposed wind turbines blade damage classification, HAWT and photographer images by Abdul Karim and Luis Prado from the
Noun Project respectively

with zero values respectively. Because of this, Prewitt
gradient gives same emphasizes to the pixels of the
kernels as opposition to the Sobel gradient that
emphasis central pixels.22 Edge detection allows
obtaining geometric measures of the segmented objects
like length, width, and perimeter.
Wind Turbines Blades Damage Classification
For this work, the methodology shown in Fig. 1 is
used. It starts with the proposal of a HAWT inspection
which is performed at ground level. This inspection is
based on the use of a reflex camera with a telephoto
mounted on a tripod. The reflex camera has the
following specifications: Nikon D5300, CMOS sensor,
24.4 megapixels image, Wi-Fi integrated and GPS;
meanwhile, the telephoto lens used is the SIGMA 70–
200 mm f/2.8. The image acquisition is performed by
the user from the root end to the tip of each blade, front
and backward and for each one of the blades following
its numbering (1, 2 and 3) as is printed on them. After
the images are acquired, they are transferred by
wireless to a PC with the automatic analysis system
installed. Since every image is georeferenced this
parameter allows to the user to organize every image
set per air turbine. Next, a region of interest (ROI)
selection is performed manually by the user to focus on
the specific problems detected for every image.
Multiple ROI can be selected by the user in the case of
multiple problems observed. Finally, the analysis
process starts. The cropped image is first processed to
make the features estimation. These features are

Table 1 — Features analyzed qualitatively
Fault type

Qualitative evaluation

Electric discharge Edge erosion
Crack

Thin lines
Small areas of segmented objects
Large segmented lines
One big object area
Proportional height and width lengths
One big object area
Significate difference of length and width size

remarked using automatic threshold algorithms and
edge detectors. Each image is processed with the four
algorithms presented in the previous section in parallel.
This is done just in the case that certain algorithm does
not detect anything, so the other algorithms are backing
up the process. Once the features are enhanced they are
measured in the following step. Length and area are
registered using pixels as measuring unit. And from
there a classification process is performed to
determinate the type of fail registered: crack, electric
discharge or edge erosion. The user receives, as result,
an image processed with the fail segmented and the
result of the classification.
Results and Discussion
As an initial step, prior to starting the classification
of faults in turbine images, a qualitative extraction of
features was manually performed. The images were
processed using the automatic thresholds and edge
detectors. Then a user evaluated the image features.
Table 1 resumes the results of this initial process; it
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Fig. 2 — Fault classification process

was possible to see that cracks generally are segmented
into thin and large lines therefore, their areas tend to be
small; electric discharge, meanwhile, it presents one
big object segmented, such object is proportional to its
height in relation to its width; and finally border edge
erosion also is segmented as one big object, however
this time the object tends to be larger.
The tests of the classifier were conducted using
synthetic and real images acquired in some Eolic
parks installed in La Ventosa, Oaxaca, Mexico; it is
important to mention that maintenance information
and images are reserved as part of the industrial
secret, and in general the companies does not allows
to perform tests or take images on their wind turbines,
besides they do not provide access to real inspection
reports. In the case of the acquired images, it is not
possible to display or share them due to
confidentiality agreements. In Fig. 2, a concept image
to visualize the evaluation and classification based on
the length and width process is shown. The acquired
images are processed to estimate and measure their
features. These are used to determine to which class
(1, 2 or 3) the processed image has more probability
to belong. Class 1 belongs to cracks and is shown in
Fig. 2 denoted with red circles, it is closer to the
maximum value of the normalized height with a small
normalized width, but also it is closer to the
maximum normalized width and small height which is
symmetric or a complementary behavior. Class 2, that
indicates electric discharge, is indicated in Fig. 2 with
blue circles. Such fault is visible to have a
proportional height and width, this behavior makes
the Class 2 being located in the top right of the
classification map. Class 3, denoted in green circles,

has a similar behavior as Class 2 and is one of the
most difficult to analyze, however in most of the
cases it is possible to differentiate it looking for a
significant difference between the length and the
width of about 15 to 20%. The successful
classification ratio for cracks in wind turbine blades
was 90%. Main issues were related to noise in images
and completely delete of regions in the features
estimation process caused by cracks barely visible in
the images. Efficiency classification of erosion in the
border edge and electric discharge was 80% due to a
high similitude between them. Main issues were
related to incorrect ROI selection and perspective
errors. Besides, some border edge problems also
present a regular proportion between width and height
which overlaps Classes 2 and 3.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new methodology that aims to
provide an automatic classification of faults in wind
turbine blades inspection using image processing was
presented. The proposed method to acquire the
images is very similar to the standard inspection
method using a telescope, the addition of a telephoto
mounted in a reflex camera allows to immediately
register any detected problem. Geotagging of the
images, on the other hand, provides valuable
information that can help to establish damages
behaviors in certain zones of the Eolic parks due to,
i.e., manufacturing problems of the turbine blades or
incorrect maintenance operations. Regarding the
images treatment, basic image processing algorithms
can be enough to enhance features in the acquired
images, however additional algorithms should be
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included in the future to get a wider range of
parameters to include in the faults classifier, allowing
to discriminate even more types of problems. The
presented automatic classifier algorithm can provide a
valuable supportive tool in the inspection procedures
reducing times in the decisions making.
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